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Summary
In this position paper we propose a document-centric middleware component called Living Documents to

support context-aware information retrieval in distributed communities. A Living Document acts as a micro

server for a document which contains computational services, a semi-structured knowledge repository to

uniformly store and access context-related information, and finally the document’s digital content. Our ini-

tial prototype of Living Documents is based on the concept of mobile agents and implemented in Java and

XML.

1 Introduction: Living Documents and Information Retrieval
Considering multiple user perspectives, a conceptual model of information retrieval dealing with

text or multi-media documents should integrate different views on documents. In addition it

should allow queries addressing each of these document views separately, as well as queries for

combinations. Each view is described in terms of meta data and therefore associated with the

document.

Generally, meta data is data that describes other data to enhance its usefulness (Marshall

1998). We see context information as meta data describing different orthogonal aspects of the re-

spective document. This meta data is characterized by its diversity and continuous evolvement.

Incorporating such kind of meta data into the retrieval process allows to improve the overall pre-

cision because more relevant and accurate information can be comprised into the overall retrieval

process.

The major problems in querying flexible attributes for meta data are the

� proprietary encoding and accessing schema for meta data of each document view.

� continuous creation and updating of meta data related to document views (temporal aspects).

� decentralization and distribution of documents’view meta data.

In decentralized communities documents should be shared, cloned and downloaded for use with-

out a network connection. With these requirements several problems arise, like:

� Where should context information be stored?

� How can documents be processed on only temporarily connected clients?

� How can the evolution of contexts be tracked in such environments?

Our approach is to provide a general middleware component which accompanies documents

during their entire document life cycle. The middleware component provides facilities to uni-

formly access the context information which is represented in a flexible XML-repository. Fur-

thermore, the concept which we call Living Documents supports several retrieval paradigms

(namely: reactive, proactive and cooperative retrieval).
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2 Design of Living Documents

2.1 Towards a micro server architecture

A Living Document (LD) is a logical and physical unit consisting of three parts, as depicted in

Figure 1B:

1. code or computational services

2. semi-structured knowledge repository

3. raw data

2.1.1 Computational Services

The Computational Services are essentially code fragments which provide several facilities,

such as access and query capabilities or general application services. An example for such an ap-

plication service is a viewing component for a document which is encoded in XML (World Wide

Web Consortium (2001) . The code fragments determine the degree of activeness of a LD rang-

ing from passive documents which are enriched with some arbitrary application logic to

proactive documents.

The two other parts of a LD are accessed through the code section to ensure the integrity of the

whole component. The creation and modification of the knowledge repository and the raw data

and even the code itself is controlled by this layer which inhibits malicious attempts from outside

to temper with the data.
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Figure 1: A) Examples for various different types of information sources which improve access to and

search of documents in digital libraries. B) Living Documents are divided into three sections: Raw

Data carries the documents to manage, Semi-Structured Data contains all meta data about the

managed documents and the Code section keeps the computational services for accessing a Living

Document and processing incoming requests (i.e. queries).



2.1.2 Knowledge Repository

The Knowledge Repository of a LD provides facilities to store and retrieve the document’s meta
data or other related context information as depicted in Figure 1A. Each document has its own
knowledge repository describing the content of the raw data section. This information is referred
to as a document state information. A set of document state information builds a so-called docu-
ment state report (DSR) which contains information about document behaviour, its history and
reflects the contexts of this document. The context of a document reflects who uses it when,
where and with which goal in mind. We present more details about contexts of LDs in Section .

Each DSR is encoded as a semi-structured XML document according to the SpectoML

(Schimkat et al. 2000). Following a XML-based implementation, the generation of DSR is ac-
complished in an uniform way which neither does favour a particular data format nor the use of
special programming or scripting languages. The use of XML as the primary data format for doc-
ument state information enables a DSR with query capabilities, such as the execution of struc-
tured queries to each document state information. Therefore, a DSR builds a XML-based knowl-
edge repository which holds all context information about the entire document life cycle.

2.1.3 Raw Data

The Raw Data part contains any information encoded as a digital document such as a word pro-
cessing document, a music file or even serialized application code. This data is the actual infor-
mation to be stored and which is described by the knowledge repository.

2.1.4 Putting it all together

The whole entity named LD is an atomic and self-sufficient unit which serves as a micro server
for documents since it carries their logic, state and data along themselves. It can be seen as a mi-
cro edition of a huge client-server document management system for only one or a few docu-
ments. The contained meta data and logic allows the LD to operate in a mobile environment be-
cause every part of it is inextricably glued together. Therefore, a LD is equipped for only tempo-
rarily and highly distributed environments.

Finally, why is a LD called living? The state including the context of a LD which is represented
in the knowledge repository, is characterized by its dynamic structure. Its data is growing and
changing as the LD is used and the context of the embedded document changes. Apart from that
the raw data section and even the code section of the LD can evolve over time. This constant
change in representation and behaviour leads to the name Living Documents.

2.2 Implementation path

We are currently experimenting with a component architecture based on mobile agents. The as-
pect of mobility contributes to the notion of „living“ in Living Documents as well. Every LD is
represented by an agent which can be mobile in principle. Mobile documents support the asyn-
chronous nature of communities based on only partly connected clients like PDAs or notebooks.
It allows sharing and keeping track of documents without the need of a network connection.
Moreover, the agent paradigm provides a basis for real distributed communities without central-
ized servers and services.

We chose the mobile agent paradigm to be most flexible to distribute the LDs within a com-
puter network. However, we like to emphasize that using mobile agents as basic implementation
components does not restrict the concept of LDs to this domain. Though unlikely, other compo-
nent models can be considered as more suitable in the future.
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3 Implications of design

3.1 Uniform access

Living Documents provide uniform access to any kind of context-related information. Therefore,

LDs serve as a middleware layer (Bernstein 1996, Geihs 2001) for accessing context-related in-

formation. This behaviour is essential for middleware services in general and from a rather gen-

eral point of view similar to accessing relational databases uniformly by using a communication

middleware component such as JDBC (Java Database Connectivity).

The uniform access of meta data is essential for LDs to interoperate and collaborate in groups

or communities. This does neither imply that all knowledge repositories are structured the same

way nor that all share the same set of access functions in the code section. The structured knowl-

edge repository enables other LDs to query the stored context information in a determined way.

3.2 Context

Obviously, a document can be shared between more than one community. So the different views

of a LD are twofold: First, each user has its view on the documents, and secondly, each commu-

nity defines its own view on its subset of all documents. Consequential, LDs are versioned docu-

ments
2
as they change their behaviour with respect to their current context. For one person a LD

might look as a picture document (i.e. a JPEG in the raw data section), another one might only be

interested in the meta data, for instance in the author of that document. An example for such a de-

ployment by distinct communities is different access rights. Thinking of a staff administration,

everybody might see the telephone numbers but only few people are allowed to see and change

the salary.

The context of a LD depends also on its physical location (”On which host am I?”) and on its

logical location (”Which other LDs are nearby?”). The physical location determines the avail-

able resources like network bandwidth, memory and computing power, for example whether it

resides on a PDA or a Workstation permanently connected to the Internet. The logical location

affects the functionality of an LD if it relies on others to perform a task. As collaboration between

LDs can improve their capabilities, one LD might use some specialized functions of another.

This conforms to our earlier definition of a LD as a self-contained unit, because only fundamen-

tal functions for accessing LDs have to be provided. Building more complex systems out of these

components goes well with the design and is strongly encouraged.

The items above affect the behaviour of a LD by means of general environmental conditions.

The knowledge repository keeps document related information. Generally, a knowledge reposi-

tory is a collection of sentences in a representation language that entails a certain picture of the

world presented (Levesque & Lakemeyer 2000). For the domain of LDs the world is meant to be

the documents’world and the representation language is SpectoML. Having a knowledge reposi-

tory entails being in a certain state of knowledge where a number of other properties hold. As-

signing a knowledge repository to each LD provides several benefits for managing a DSR such as

(a) easy adding of new, context-related document state information by making them dependent

on the previous knowledge contained in the repository, (b) extending the existing DSR by adding

new beliefs and document artifacts, (c) the possibility to explain and justify precisely the current

document’s state. In our previous work (Heumesser & Schimkat 2001) we have shown how to

deploy logical inference mechanisms on top of an XML markup language such as SpectoML.
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2 Versioned documents refers to the capability of Living Documents to provide different and complex

views on documents dynamically. It does not mean that there are different versions of one document.



3.3 Proactive LDs

With LDs acting as micro servers for documents, information retrieval can either be accom-

plished reactive in a Client-Server based way, proactive, as the document itself triggers a query,

or cooperative manner, where multiple LDs work together to achieve a common goal. The latter

paradigm can make use of a distributed environment, where the retrieval process is done in paral-

lel by multiple components.

By deploying LDs the distinction between documents and applications blurs, because docu-

ments can contain (and mostly do contain) application logic which defines their behaviour.

Therefore, the location of an application is hard to define during runtime. This spreading of func-

tional components is issue of current research (Zambonelli & Parunak 2002). Application devel-

opment using LDs follows this trend by distributing the application logic over interconnected

nodes.

A proactive LD initiates complex tasks, discovers new services and is more than just a reactive

component. For example, a LD can gather information over a network (e.g. web pages), process

this data and continuously check the original source for updates. Another example is a persistent

query for an information system, which is performed when the data source of this system

changes.

3.4 Flexibility

Our document centric approach trades flexibility for performance. The basic idea is to provide a

knowledge repository which is flexible and open because the set of tasks built upon this para-

digm might not be predictable in advance due to the complexity and non-determinism of the doc-

uments’ world and the surrounding environment. Therefore it is feasible to make the documents

knowledge explicit since we might not know in advance how the knowledge will be used. Fur-

thermore, there might be a wide variety of different context-relevant application and information

sources interfacing to the documents knowledge repository. Each of them might have its propri-

etary application logic for dealing with the externalized LDs knowledge. It is viable therefore, to

have a flexible, open architecture at hand when it comes to building real world applications.

4 Future Work
Initial experiments with our prototype implementation of Living Documents based on mobile

agents show promising results. However, there are still several open issues to explore more

deeply. Among these are the aspects document usage policies like sharing, cloning and distribut-

ing documents, and a thorough performance and implementation analysis.

Since the described concept of Living Documents is related to intensional documents as dis-

cussed by Schraefel et al. (2000), we currently explore appropriate facilities to create an active

hypertext of interlinked Living Documents which would build a basis for further improvements

of the information retrieval process within such distributed document spaces.
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